This paper examines two complex tone sandhi patterns in Zijin Hakka by using rule-based generative model, and Optimality Theory. The first sandhi pattern involves both assimilation and dissimilation processes. Assimilation forces adjacent tone contour features to agree, while dissimilation forces adjacent elements to be different at the contour level. These tonal alternations are captured by constraints OCP-c(lh), IDENT-IO-t-L, *peak pitch and Align last contour right. The second sandhi rule has neutralization process. When the rising tones followed by falling tone in Zijin Hakka, the whole two adjacent syllables will neutralize to 13-351. This fact is captured by constraint *lh.hl, F, IDENT-IO-t-L, *peak pitch, Align last contour right and F(#lh.).
Introduction
Tone sandhi is the tonal alternation between adjacent tones. The most common motivation of tone sandhi are assimilation and dissimilation processes. As assimilation means that the alternation of tone results in a similarity between adjacent tones, on the contrary, dissimilation results in alternation of tone that makes adjacent tones less like each other. Assimilation has been found in several Chinese dialects including Cantonese and Chaozhou and especially the neutral tone sandhi in Mandarin. (Lin, 2011) And dissimilation is also found in Mandarin tonal alternation of third tone sandhi. In Huishan Lin's study towards Taiwan Dongshi Hakka, the function of assimilation and dissimilation in tonal sandhi is evaluated. Other previous study also analyzed the effect of assimilation and dissimilation.
The markedness status of tones is another critical reason for tone sandhi. As previous study found that in many languages, different positions have preference of tone (Lacy 1999 (Lacy ,2002 , Lin (2011) also examined the preference of tones in different position in Dongshi Hakka.
The tone sandhi in Zijin Hakka is unique as it has two specific tonal alternations. One of which involves the effect of both assimilation and dissimilation in its tonal change in which the assimilatory requires intersyllabic tone feature to agree, and the dissimilatory prohibits the combination of rising contour tones. Another tone sandhi involves neutralization that four different tone combinations change to have the same feature. The interesting thing is that this tone sandhi will occur only when the beginning tone is rising tone (13,15) which indicates a preference of tone on the position after rising tone. In an OT framework, this paper demonstrates markedness constraints to account for assimilation, dissimilation and neutralization as well as preference of tone happen in Zijin Hakka.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief factual description of the basic fact of Zijin Hakka tone is given and the tone sandhi is presented using rule-based models. And then the OT analysis to explain the first tone sandhi that has both assimilation and dissimilation is included in section 3. In section 4, the second tone sandhi of neutralization is examined and analyzed through OT constraint. The last part offers the conclusion to all these analyses.
Tone Definition
In this paper, a new tone is defined if at least one of its range of pitches, the way pitches changes, and the length of the tone is different with all other tones that have already ascertained.
Methodology to define tone List all words of Zijin Hakka that has been found in a "dictionary". Makes informant pronounce a word (x) randomly selected from dictionary. Makes informant pronounce a word (y) randomly selected from an existed tone group: Compare the tone of x and y, if they are identical, group x together with y. If tone of x and y are different, select another word from an untested tone in existed tone group to be y, repeat step C.i.
If a new word doesn't belong to any existed tone groups, create a new tone group that contains the new word.
Repeat B to D until large number of words in dictionary are tested and grouped. Randomly choose two tone (x and y) from dictionary, ask informant whether x and y are of same tone or not, verify their answer to previous grouping result. Repeat. Notice that tester will not get knowledge of how words are grouped.
As a result, words are separated into 7 groups: After words has been grouped by their tone, a definition to each tone can be concluded: Tone 15: Being defined because its beginning pitch is the lowest one can be found in Zijin Hakka while its ending pitch is the highest.
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Tone 13 and 44 is defined because tone 13 has same beginning pitch as which of tone 15 and its ending pitch is only lower than pitches of tone 44 while pitch 4 is only lower than pitch 5.
Having define pitch 1,3,5 and 4, it is easy to define tone 11, 31 and 5. But differing from others, tone 31short means that it has same tone with 31 but its last time is relatively shorter than 31 or others tone. Tone 5 is a highest pitch can be found and of relative short length.
Thus, Zijin Hakka has a seven-tone system consisting of two rising tones /13, 15/, two flat tones /11, 44/, two falling tones /31, 31short/, and one short high tone /5/. /31short/ is the shorten version of /31/ and will be referred as /31s/ in this paper.
Figure 1. Seven Tones in Zijin Hakka
The Figure 1 is a collection of 7 tones in Zijin Hakka. The y axis represents the numerical f0 scale of pitch. All tones in figure 1 share same standard of numerical f0 scale, and their length depends on how many units in x axis it takes. For instance, the tone 15 (red line) in the figure begins with a pitch of numerical f0 scale 1 and ends with a pitch of numerical f0 scale 5 as well as a length of 3 units, so it is reasonable to name it tone 15. So, tone 44 is found because it is relatively flat and has a numerical f0 scale of 4. Tone 11 is like tone 44 as it has relatively flat tone and scale of 1. Tone 13 begins at scale 1 and ends at scale 3, then it is reasonable to name it that way. This works to tone 31 as well. As to tone 5, it has scale of 5 but its length is apparently shorter than others, and that means that it has less syllable than others, which helps to name it tone 5. Tone 31s has similar tend with 31 but is shorter than 31, so it is named 31s.
In summary, Zijin Hakka is a seven-tone dialect whose tones is consist of 31, 31s, 44, 5, 11, 13 and 15.
In Zijin Hakka's seven-tone system, there are 49 (7 x 7) two adjacent syllables which is illustrated in the following (Note: The shaded part means that the combination keeps the lexical tone and the boldface letters show the change of the tones.)
In chart (2) eight two-adjacent syllables patterns are found to perform tonal sandhi and those patterns can group into two different rules: the rising tone sandhi rule and rising-falling tone sandhi rule. Chart (3) uses some examples to illustrate the sandhi. (4) and (5) use rule-based model to demonstrate of the rising tone sandhi rule and rising-falling sandhi rule respectively. Table 3 shows the input and output in the second and third column, and fourth column presents some example of these two adjacent syllables with IPA and their meaning. I classify the tone sandhi patterns into two categories. In the group (a) the four inputs show the adjacent rising tones sandhi, and the group (b). shows rising-falling tone sandhi.
Tonal Sandhi
The tonal changes shown above can be presented by the rule-based model as follow. Rising tone sandhi rule i.
Bao's Model to Represent Internal Structure of Tone
Bao (1999) proposes a model of tonal geometry to present tone feature dominated by Contour node and Register feature which is a sister of Contour; both Contour and Register are dominated by a Tonal Node. This paper will use Bao's model, that can show the internal structure of tones, to illustrate how the rising tone sandhi has assimilated alternation. For example, the internal structure of /11/ has a contour field of l, which means that /11/ it maintains its low pitches unchanged.
l l
Similarly, tone 13 has a lh contour field indicating that tone 13 starts with a relatively low pitch and end with a pitch higher than previous one. 
Rising Tone Sandhi Rule
The (4) rising tone sandhi rule tells that any rising tone (either 13 or 15) followed by another rising tone (could be 13 or 15 tone) will change to a 11 tone in practice. Moreover, the most interesting fact is that when several rising tones cluster, they also present this rule by setting all rising tones except the last one to 11, while the last tone maintains unchanged. For instance, in Zijin Hakka, the sentence that "buy a green pepper to cook silkie soup" is expressed by a combination of seven words:
Lexical tones: These tonal alternation shows that in Zijin Hakka, the assimilatory makes the internal structure of these combination become similar and the dissimilatory prohibits the combination of rising contour tones, which is analyzed as following.
Rising tone sandhi rule: In (7) , assimilation happens at contour level. The lexical tone of rising tone combinations is [lh.lh] and base on the rising tone sandhi rule, it becomes l.lh sandhi. This shows that the assimilatory change lh.lh to l.lh making the first syllable lh become l which tend to become similar to the beginning tone segment of the second syllable contour lh.
Besides this alternation is also a dissimilated process, which can be captured by the constraint OCP-c(lh) as follow:
The Optimality-theoretic Analysis of Rising Tone Sandhi Rule
OCP-c(lh): Assign a * to SR who has adjacent tones of lh contour.
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OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle) is the principle for prohibiting two identical adjacent elements used by Leben (1973) and Goldsmith (1976) in research. Its definition apparently matches the principle of dissimilation. Thus, OCP is a perfect optimality-theoretic constraint to perform the effect of dissimulation. The two adjacent rising syllables 13-13, 15-13, 13-15, 15-15 prohibited base on dissimulation will be mark out by Obligatory Contour Principle at the tonal level, because both 13 and 15 are rising tone, which produce adjacent rising tones. This phenomenon can be captured by the OCP-c(lh).
As we already known that any rising tone (either 13 or 15) in Zijin Hakka followed by another rising tone (could be 13 or 15 tone) will change to a 11 tone in practice. In Lin's study, Dongshi Hakka has a completely opposite situation: Yinqu tone sandhi rule: 53 → 55/___ {31, 53, 32, 54}, when falling tone 53 followed by another falling tone 31, 53, 32, or 54, they will change to 55. Lin introduce a sequential markedness constraint OCP-c(hl) to prevent adjacent hl at contour level. (Lin 2011) Although Zijin Hakka has no such kind of change between the adjacent falling tones; Lin's study is helpful that its OCP-c(hl) preventing adjacent falling tones could be modified to be OCPc(lh) as a sequential markedness constraint to avoid adjacent lh at the contour level. Another obvious tone sandhi feature in rising tone rule is that the tone sandhi always shares the left most tone feature of both syllables with the lexical tone. For example, the tone sandhi 11-15 both syllables share the left tone feature 1 with the input 13-15 at the left edge of the tone. This phenomenon can be captured by the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO-t-L (Chen 2000) . Universally, it is very common for elements at the left edge to stay intact (Beckman 1998, Nelson 1998, 2003).
IDENT-IO-t-L
The tone feature standing at the left edge of a tone cannot be different from its corresponding tone feature in the output. (Chen 2000) .
OCP-c(lh) must dominate constraint F to ensure the occurrence of rising tone sandhi. But the ranking of constraint F and constraint IDENT-IO-t-L is unknown. OCP-c(lh), when outranking constraint F and constraint IDENT-IO-t-L, will give priority to the rising tone sandhi. Tableau (12) (13) (14) (15) shows the effect that OCP-c(lh) dominates F and IDENT-IO-t-L. From this analysis we can see that all the rising tone in Zijin Hakka (13 and 15) have the same tone feature standing at the left edge which is 1. If this language has 35 tone, constraint IDENT-IOt-L cannot determine what will happens when the input is 35+13. Because here, the leftmost tone of the first syllable is different from the leftmost tone of the second syllable. However, I cannot find any evidence to support whether input 35+13 will become 33+13 or 11+13. If we find any evidence to prove it, we need more constraints to capture this tonal alternation. But now, constraint IDENT-IOt-L can capture all the sandhi in Zijin Hakka.
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OCP-c(lh) is a crucial markedness constraint because it arranges the well-formedness of a tonal sequence rather than that of a single tone. From tableau (12) (13) (14) (15), we can see that rising Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 266 tone sandhi has a consistent change that the first syllable changes to the 11 tone while the second syllable stay with lexical tone without any alternation. This phenomenon is captured by the constraints in the tableaus: Firstly, constraint OCP-c(lh) rules out the adjacent lh tones and then IDENT-IO-t-L prohibits the tone feature standing at the left edge of a tone from changing in the output. Naturally the winner must be the 11-13 or 11-15 in the tableaus, because there is no falling tone beginning with tone segment 1 in Zijin Hakka and if the first syllable cannot be the rising tone which is restricted by constraint OCP-c(lh), and need to maintain its tone feature standing at the left edge, which is required by constraint IDENT-IO-t-L, it has no choice but 11 tone.
Additionally, when we consider the tonal alternation of three adjacent rising tone 13-13-13→11-11-13 in tableau (17), we need a new constraint *peak pitch to rule out candidate 13-11-13 who does not violate any constraints of OCP-c(lh), F, and IDENT-IO-t-L.
*Peak Pitch
Assign one * for every SR whose peak pitch is in first syllable. However, there still has a candidate 11-13-11 who does not violate any constraints of OCP-c(lh), F, IDENT-IO-t-L and *peak pitch, so we need to add another constraint to help rule out this candidate:
*Align Last Contour Right
The last tone contour standing at right edge of the phrase must be aligned with the corresponding tone feature in the input There are some tonal combinations violate the constraint *peak pitch, like 15-11, 13-44, 31-31, etc. All these tones have no sandhi, their output maintain the same as their input. In this situation, tableau (21) shows that constraint F is needed to avoid changes happening in those disyllabic sequences that do not have any sandhi. As we can see from the tableau (21), candidate 11-33 violate constraint F while our winner 31-31 violates constraint *peak pitch. To rule out candidate 11-33, constraint F must dominate constraint *peak pitch.
Rising-falling Tone Sandhi Rule.
The rising-falling tone sandhi rule has shown in the section 2: (4) Rising-falling tone sandhi rule: 15→13/___31 15→13/___31s 31→351/13___ 31s→351/13___ This sandhi has a unique feature that both syllables of the two adjacent syllables pattern change to another tone.
(4). i and ii rule tells that rising tone 15 followed by a falling tone 31 or 31s will change to the 13 tone, and after that when tone 31 or 31s follow 13 tone, 31 and 31s change to the new tone 351, which makes me believe that 13 tone is the trigger of rule iii and iv making 31 and 31s change. Besides, 31s shares the same property with 31 tone in rising-falling tone sandhi. In conclusion, the rising-falling tone sandhi rule indicates that Zijin Hakka avoids the occurrence of rising tone followed by falling tone.
From the 13-31→13-351 alternation, 13-31s→13-351 alternation, 15-31→13-351 alternation, and 15-31s→13-351 alternation, we notice that all these four different inputs change to the same two adjacent syllables pattern which is 13-351. Besides, it can be concluded that 31 and 31s is interchangeable in Zijin Hakka sandhi. Base on this phenomenon, rising-falling tone sandhi involves a neutralization process. According to Optimality theory, neutralization is the result of markedness constraints dominating the faithfulness constraints which aim at preserving variety. This process can Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 266 be captured by the markedness constraint *lh.hl, constraint F, IDENT-IO-t-L constraint, *peak pitch, and F(#lh.). 
*lh.hl
Assign one * for every SR whose first syllable is rising tone while the second syllable is falling tone. 
F(#lh.): Assign one * for Every SR Whose First Syllable is Different from that of UR When the First Syllable of UR is Rising Tone
Constraint *lh.hl is sequential markedness constraints because it ruled out all rising-falling tone combination which is prohibited by Zijin Hakka. Besides, constraint *lh.hl must dominate the constraint F to prevent F from ruling out all possible output except lexical tone. The ranking between IDENT-IO-t-L and F is unknown. (*lh.hl >> F, IDENT-IO-t-L) Constraint F must dominate the constraint *peak pitch and constraint F(#lh) to prevent output that is identical to UR from being ruled out. In other words, constraint F helps to avoid any changes happen to the two adjacent syllables sequences that do not have sandhi. Constraint F(#lh.) must stay at low rank. The ranking between constraint *peak pitch, constraint IDENT-IO-t-L and constraint F(#lh.) is unknown. (*lh.hl >> F >> *peak pitch, IDENT-IO-t-L, F(#lh.))
The tableau in (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) shows how constraint *lh.hl, constraint F, IDENT-IOt-L constraint, *peak pitch, and F(#lh.) functions to predict rising-falling tone sandhi.
Constraint *peak pitch helps rule out candidate 15-351 for 15-31 sandhi. In Zijin Hakka, we consider that 13-351 has a tonal rising and falling process and the rising tone extends to the tone of second syllable 351. Because of this, we believe that the last tone contour standing at right edge of the new tone 351 is aligned with the corresponding falling tone feature in the input 31, which can explain why constraint OCP-c(lh) does not make 13-351 become 33-351.
Consider rising tone sandhi and rising-falling tone sandhi together, the ranking between constraint OCP-c(lh) and constraint *lh.hl is unknown, but must dominate constraint F; Constraint F must dominate constraint *peak pitch; constraint IDENT-IO-t-L, *peak pitch, *Align last contour right must dominate constraint F(#lh.), which can be shown in tableau (31) To conclude, after this analysis, we can ascertain the current constraint ranking proposed for Zijin Hakka tone sandhi. The constraint ranking can account for rising tone sandhi and rising-falling tone sandhi. Tableau (32) shows current constraint ranking in Zijin Hakka. 
Current Constraint Ranking

Preferred Tone Before and After Rising Tone
The constraints OCP-c(lh) and IDENT-IO-t-L indicates that, for a tone that precedes a rising tone, its first preference is l or hl in contour. However, since all rising tone in Zijin Hakka begins at the lowest pitch 1[one], which means that contour beginning with pitch 1 cannot be hl in contour. In conclusion, a tone preceding a rising tone prefer l in contour.
From the definition of OCP-c(lh), *lh.hl>> F >> *peak pitch, it is easy to conclude that a tone preceded by a rising tone prefer flat tone including tones with a contour l or h. If otherwise (meaning that sandhi exists), these two adjacent syllables will neutralize to 13-351 for all situations.
Conclusion
Zijin Hakka's tonal sandhi are all related with rising tone and can be presented by Rising tone sandhi rule and Rising-falling tone sandhi rule. Rising tone sandhi rule is motivated by dissimilation in tone and assimilation in contour while Rising-falling tone sandhi rule performs a neutralization regarding two adjacent syllables with contour of (lh.hl). Zijin Hakka has special tone feature that all rising tones begin with lowest pitch, and it is reasonable to say that tone with contour l is preferred before rising tone. As for the tone preceded by rising tone, flat tone is preferred or the whole two adjacent syllables will neutralize to 13-351. Furthermore, in this paper, markedness and faithfulness constraints have been used to account for Zijin Hakka tone sandhi. Among these constraints, there are constraints that force adjacent element to be different (captured by OCP). OCP requires disagreement at the contour level (captured by OCPc(lh)), which enforces the dissimilation in rising tone sandhi rule. This reflects in the fact that there are four tonal combinations that undergo tone sandhi to meet OCP requirements (i.e. 13-13, 15-13, 13-15, 15-15). When we analyze this tone sandhi by Bao's tonal geometry model, we can find that these tonal combinations also have assimilation at the adjacent syllables contour level. Tonal sandhi of lexical tone 13-13: 11[Lr , l]-[lh,13 ]13. Assimilation and dissimilation are two conflict sandhi processes, but they find a balance and simultaneously exist in Rising tone sandhi rule of Zijin Hakka. Besides, neutralization plays a role in the rising-falling tone sandhi rule. According to Optimality Theory, neutralization is the result of markedness constraints dominating the faithfulness constraints which aim at preserving variety. This process can be captured by the markedness constraint *lh.hl, constraint F, IDENT-IO-t-L constraint, *peak pitch, and F(#lh.). The markedness constraint govern the well formedness of a tonal sequence as well as of a single tone; the faithfulness constraints govern the input-output identity of elements at different levels of a tone. Four tonal combinations that undergo tone sandhi meet the requirement of these constraints (i.e.13-31, 13-31s, 15-31, 15-31s) resulting neutralization output as 13-351. Future study can have further analysis about the effects of expression in Zijin Hakka's tone sandhi. For example, if this language has 35 tone, what happens when the input is 35+13? Because here, the leftmost tone of the first syllable is different from the leftmost tone of the second syllable. What will the output change to?
